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Citrus Update

Market Watch

Grapefruit: Very limited
availability continues in
California; good
supplies available in both
Texas and Florida.
Lemons: Lemons are
moving well once again.
However, small fruit is tight.
165s are becoming tight as
people have to move up a
size to get covered. Prices
are mirroring the change in
availability.
Limes (Persian): Prices
remain steady this week on
higher counts. Prices are up on
110/150s. Lime supply for the
next 6-7 weeks will be good.
Navel Oranges: Very
good supplies. Flavor is
excellent and color has
come on nicely with little to
no gassing on all lots. The
cold temperatures could
also assist with slowing the
clear rot problem that has
affected some groves.

Asparagus: Peru is drying up and we are now moving into Mexican
grass. Sizing is slightly smaller than usual but is improving through
the week. Quality on new Mexican crop is very good.
Avocados: Growers in Mexico are pushing prices up in anticipation
of Super Bowl weekend demand. Supply will be tight .
Artichokes: Cold wet weather in the desert is having a definite
impact on both supply and quality. May be exterior frost damage
but overall quality will be good we may see spot shortages on
specific sizes in the next few weeks to come.
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Brussels Sprouts: Supplies are improving and quality is good; Baby
green are available.
Cabbage & Celery: Cabbage is much stronger this week and celery
is taking a little bump as well.
Rapini: Cold weather is causing it to grow much more slowly and
demand is still strong, Andy Boy is the premier grower of this item
and is prorating everyone to about 20 - 25% of what our needs are,
we are trying to source from secondary suppliers but prices have
gone through the roof.
Texas/Florida Citrus:
Navels are finished. There
are good supplies of Marrs
available. Prices remain
high, but supplies are good
on Florida oranges.
Pineapple: Rainfall in
Central America continues
to cause issues with quality
and availability. Supplies
remain tight.

Broccolini: Supplies are extremely tight. Prorating is in effect.
Grapefruit: There is limited availability of grapefruit being
harvested in California/Arizona due to limited pickers and low
prices.
Tomatoes: Market on Mexican tomatoes has finally stabilized with
volume picking up out of the Culiacan valley. The quality has
improved as well (Extra-large tomatoes are still short supply )

Specialty Citrus
Items: Cara Cara and
blood oranges look and
taste great and are selling
very well. Pummelos are
next on the list and sales
have been brisk. Please
order ahead. Minneola are
going well. Fruit has been
solely out of the desert but
will start to see some fruit
the coming weeks.
Demand is high. The
industry wide shortage is
due to the cooler
temperatures and heavy
frost the last week and a
half, the product growth
has drastically slowed
down.
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